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Paper 1 Sample –  Globe and Mail hotel review (W Hollywood), ten things to do 
in Kobe 

Write an analysis on each of the texts. It is not compulsory for you to address the 
guiding questions in your answers.  

TEXT A 
 

 

W Hollywood 6250 Hollywood Blvd.; (323) 798 1300; 
starwoodhotels.com/whotels; 305 rooms, starting at $249 

Hulking above Hollywood and Vine, the historic centre of the movie business, is the 
W Hollywood, a layer cake of a building - not that anyone eats cake in this town. 
While tomorrow's aspiring starlets posture in the lobby, the leading ladies of 
yesterday (Lana, Audrey, etc.), are memorialized just outside on the Walk of Fame, 
which turns 50 this year. A red carpet connects the Boulevard to the hotel, beckoning 
guests and curious tourists to slip inside the lobby for a cup of rose-petal-infused 
water and hopefully a glimpse of someone worth texting home about. 

 
 
 
                                   



 

 

Design 

W's reputation as a design pioneer was earned by bringing the downtown glamour of 
"boutique hotels" to the masses and the formula hasn't changed much. The lobby - 
the Living Room in W-speak - is decorated handsomely with a modern black-leather 
take on the classic chesterfield, egregiously oversized chandelier, faux-python pillows 
and fashionable coffee-table books.  

 

The rooms 

Rooms and suites go by pseudonyms: The suites are Fantastic, Marvelous, Wow and 
E-Wow; and the standard rooms are Wonderful, Spectacular and Fabulous. The 
rooms are nearly identical in size (around 350 square feet) and style. My room 
(Spectacular, from $250) was as chic as a nightclub, with a mod pendant lamp, white 
leather mid-century desk chair, slick lacquer desk, a curvaceous lounge chair and a 
very low platform bed. And the aesthetics only added to the comfort. Case in point: a 
gun-metal metallic leather daybed with ample pillows made use of the window space 
and was a great perch for watching the action in the courtyard and outdoor bar, 
Station Hollywood. The room offered ample space for working, ironing and 
prepping.  

 

Food and drink 

Proximity to Delphine, the onsite French-Mediterranean brasserie, was worth the 
stay. The East Coast - and Europe - have these casual, everything-to-everyone 
restaurants in spades, but they're new here. This one sets a stellar example with 
terrific seafood, like whole grilled fish (chef Sascha Lyon helmed some of New York's 
definitive brasseries) and a gorgeous room designed by Mark Zeff, with a seaside 
palette and swaths of tile and cerused oak that are a welcome break from the 
aggressively designed lobby. Having Delphine in-house means local friends or clients 
will come to you for dinner, and solo travellers can enjoy a 7 a.m. breakfast of 
Delphine granola with berries and Greek yogurt ($10). That's on the room service 
menu, too, but, with taxes and fees, it's $18. 

Verdict 

Hit and miss. There are bright spots for those who can overlook spotty service. Better 
bet: Forgo the surprises and enjoy the hotel à la carte with lobby cocktails, Delphine 
dinner - and a pool party if you can afford it. 

 
 
 
 
From “Hotel review: W Hollywood.”  The Globe and Mail. 2010. 
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/life/travel/activities-and-interests/hotel-review-w-
hollywood/article571219/ 
 
 



 

 

Guiding question: How does the language help the reader understand the 
qualities of the hotel? 
 

 
TEXT B 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
From “Ten things to do in Kobe”.  Little Miss Paintbrush.  (Published on Tumblr, a 
social media website). 
 
Guiding question: What is significant about the style of the text? 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 

  


